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Abstract

In the multiratecasting problem in wireless sensor networks, the source

sensor is usually required to report to multiple destinations at dif-

ferent rates for each of them. We present a MST-based rate-aware

cost-efficient multiratecast routing protocol (MSTRC). The proposed

MSTRC examines only one set partition of destinations at each for-

warding step. A message split occurs when the locally-built minimum

spanning tree (MST) over the current node and the set of destina-

tions has multiple edges originated at the current node. Destinations

spanned by each of these edges are grouped together, and for each

of these subsets the best neighbor is selected as the next hop. We

also suggested a novel face recovery mechanism to deal with void ar-

eas, when no neighbor provides positive progress toward destinations.

It constructs a MST of current node and destinations without the

progress via neighbors, and for each set partition of destinations cor-

responding to an edge e in MST, the face routing keeps going until a

node that is closer to one of these destinations is found, allowing for

greedy continuation, while the process repeats for the remaining desti-

nations similarly. Our experimental results demonstrate that MSTRC

is highly rate-efficient in all scenarios, and unlike existing solutions,

it is adaptive to destination rate deviations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Backgroud

A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a type of self-configured, self-organized, static

or mobile network that consists of a set of networked sensor nodes. Sensor nodes

are usually small size, inexpensive wireless equipments with limited communi-

cation, computation and energy resources. They sense environment and com-

municate among each other by using wireless links. They work in a distributed

way, and collaborate to perform automated tasks requiring sensing capabilities.

The number of such sensors in a WSN is expected to be large, in the order of

hundreds or thousands. The wireless sensor communication is usually performed

through wireless channel in a multi-hop way. Data is sampled at a source node,

transmitted to a neighbor node and relayed by an intermediate node until the

destination node is reached. Routing protocols for wireless sensor networks are

used to transmit messages from sources to destinations. They can be classified as

unicast, broadcast and multicast. The unicast routing is used to send a message

generated by a sensor node to a single destination or sink, the broadcasting is
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used to send a message from a sensor node to every other node in the network

and the multicasting is used to deliver messages from a single source to a set of

destinations. [32]

1.1.1 Multicast Routing

There are lots of possible applications of WSNs, including the habitat monitoring,

wildfire detection, pollution monitoring, etc. In many of these scenarios, there

are applications in which a single sensor needs to send the same data to multiple

destinations. Those applications can benefit from the use of multicast commu-

nications to reduce bandwidth consumption in the network. Examples of those

applications include the data replication, assignment of tasks or sending of com-

mands (especially in sensor and actuator networks) to a specific group of sensors,

queries to multiple sensors, etc. For instance,one real application we are using

is the control of water sprinklers for water irrigation, in which, in many cases,

sensors may need to send the same information to multiple actuators. Actuators

are in charge of opening or closing valves depending on the need to water some

areas based on information measured from sensors. Some of these applications

are data-intensive; therefore, it is of paramount importance for them, to count on

an efficient multicast mechanism being able to alleviate the overall consumption

of resources in the network.

Multicasting is a technique used to deliver messages efficiently from a source

to a set of destinations. Multicasting protocols try to minimize the consumption

of network resources and take advantages of the fact that some parts of the paths

from the source to the destinations can be shared by multiple destinations. The

larger the path shared, the lower the overall bandwidth consumption is obtained.

There have been a lot of multicast routing proposals for ad hoc networks[33],
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each of them based on different design decisions. Unfortunately, they cannot

fulfill the unique requirements of WSNs effectively. They are mostly designed

to deal with highly mobile nodes, with a higher processing and storage capacity,

and a much limited amount of nodes. In addition, WSNs are characterized by

their topological changes due to node failures or a duty-cycle operation. These

characteristics make localized routing algorithms [12] more appropriate for WSNs.

Unlike centralized ones, localized algorithms do not need to know the complete

topology to take routing decisions. Furthermore, centralized algorithms introduce

too much overhead to be used in WSNs.

Providing efficient multicast routing in WSNs poses special challenges com-

pared with the unicast data delivery. In fact, the problem of computing a minimal

bandwidth consumption multicast tree in wireless multihop networks was recently

proven to be NP-complete in [31]. This becomes specially challenging when the

overhead needs to be kept low due to the limited battery, storage capacity, band-

width, and processing power of sensor nodes.

A number of multicast routing protocols have been proposed to enable the

multicast applications. They can be divided into two main groups: multicast

protocols that requires global structure such as tree based [3, 17, 29, 35, 43] or

mesh based protocols [4, 10, 11, 22], and protocols that use only local information

such as geographic routing or position based routing [1, 25, 32].

Multicast protocols that require a global structure need to construct and main-

tain a routing distribution table before and during the routing processing. These

are considered very challenging for wireless sensor networks for two reasons: first,

the network nodes in the sensor network normally have limited CPU power and

memory so it is challenging to store the routing table in a node. Secondly, some

characteristics such as the node failures, the membership changes, the topology
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changes all makes it very expensive for the routing table update on each node.

These kind of problem are being well solved on former works.

GMR designs a multicast protocol that focuses on the localized construction

of bandwidth optimal multicast trees. Thus, given that the focus is on the ef-

ficient neighbor selection function, positions of destinations are assumed to be

known to multicast sources. Furthermore, given that the number of destinations

is expected to be low for the multicast scenarios considered for sensor networks,

the proposed scheme is mainly concerned with an enhanced neighbor selection

criterion. The proposed multicast protocol GMR selects neighbors based on the

cost over progress framework, which was first introduced by Kuruvila et al. [21]

(for routing problem) integrated with a greedy neighbor selection. The cost func-

tion that considers the number of transmissions based on the results of Ruiz et

al. [31], shows the optimality of a multicast tree, since bandwidth consumption

needs to be evaluated in terms of the minimization of the number of transmis-

sions performed. GMR avoids hard-to-tune parameters, has lower computational

costs, and computes multicast paths with a lower overall cost. Moreover, the

GMR scheme is general enough to be easily coupled with any scalable group

management scheme.

1.1.2 Multiratecast Routing

There are WSN applications that a single sensor needs to sample data and prop-

agate them to potential consumers at different required rate. For instance, when

an environment monitoring sensor network monitors weather changes in a forest,

sample temperature or earth vibration data may be reported at different rate

to different sinks. Multiratecast protocols are proposed in this thesis to try to

minimize the consumption of network resources by taking advantage of sharing
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some of the paths from the source to the destinations while each destination’s

specific rate requirement can still be satisfied.

One important multiratecast application is for a network with backup base

stations or backup sinks. Data is collected by sensor nodes and are transmitted

and stored in base station (sink) nodes for further analyze and study. The data

rate for sending to a primary sink is high, for a second sink is medium and the

rate is lower for a third sink node and further lower for rests of back up sinks.

If the primary sink fails, the second sink node takes over the network. If the

second sink fails, the third sink node takes over the network and it continues.

The total backup network requires that data are captured and sent to different

sink nodes by different rate range from high to low. There are scenarios that

infrastructure network does not exist. The backup sink nodes may need wireless

data transmission for whole processing. For example, the backup sinks can be

a few laptops to capture temperature or chemical data in special circumstances.

Human observers may check data on laptops for certain purposes. If primary sink

failed, a human observer needs to collect information from the backup sink and

can still receive useful information.

Sinks may run a separate protocol which checks if the primary sink failed. If

so, other sinks may remove it from the network, select a new primary sink, and

send new reporting rates requirements to all sensors. Once rates for every sink are

determined, a dynamic routing protocol should be designed to support multirate-

cast efficiently. The protocol also should be able to adapt to rate changes quickly

when the sink nodes join or leave the network or when the network topology is

changed. As the following example, there are three sink nodes in the network

“a”,“b”, “c” which requires data rates of 10, 5, 8 respectively. Sink “a” is the

primary node, source node S collects data and sends full information to sink “a”
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at rate 10. Data will also be split and sent to backup node “b” and “c” at rates

of 5 and 8. When a relay node branches message to forwarding nodes at differ-

ent rate, data diffusion and reassemble may be required. Paper [14] describes a

data-centric routing that is related to data content processing. However, the data

process part is another research topic and we focus on the routing path study in

this thesis.

S

(c,8)

(b,5)

(a,10)

Figure 1.1: Network with Multiple rate destinations

For the network example in Figure 1.1, there can be two different routing paths

as showing in Figure 1.2(a) and Figure 1.2(b). They have a same transmission

number of 6 (hop count). Protocols that use hop count as a performance guidance

could not tell the difference of routing paths in Figure 1.2(a) and Figure 1.2(b).

However, if we consider the sum of the data rate as the routing cost, the total

data transmission rate cost at routing paths in Figure 1.2(b) is 51 while the total

rate cost in Figure 1.2(a) is 60. Routing path in Figure 1.2(b) is more efficient in

a rate cost metric.

There are multicast protocols that use only local information for multicast

routing. Existing multicast protocols include PBM [42], GMR [32], and GMP
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Figure 1.2: Different rate cost paths
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[25]. However, they do not satisfy multiratecast in common that they do not

consider the specific multi-rate routing requirement in routing decisions. They

mainly use hop count as the routing performance metrics, but it may not reflect

correct routing costs for a multiple data transmission where paths with the same

hop count may transmit data at different data rates at each transmission.

There are some existing rate aware multicast protocols. However, they are

either protocols working on changeable rate or protocols requiring global tree

construction suitable for wired sensor network. They do not fulfill the application

requirement in the thesis studies. The protocol proposed in [27] is a protocol that

monitors the wireless link and adapts the data transmission rate to achieve the

lowest total transmission time. It does not provide a solution for the specific

application requirement that each destination request multiratecast data by a

different rate. Protocol in [34] is the only existing protocol that related to the

multiratecast, however, it is a tree based non-localized algorithm based on the

edge cost calculation. In this protocol, the source node constructs a multicast

tree by sending and receiving explore/ack messages to destinations. As mentioned

above, it has a large amount of overhead control messages and is not efficient in

WSNs.

Routing protocols that support multiratecast should consider the data rate in

a routing path selection and also considering the wireless multicast advantages.

In a wireless network, a message transmitted by a node is received by all its neigh-

bors. This means that one single message is sent at a certain rate, it is received

by all the relay nodes. This property is commonly known as the wireless multi-

cast advantage. The relay node may continue data forwarding at same rate, or it

may forward selective part of coming data at a reduced rate for destinations that

only require lower data rate. Splitting data and lower transmission rate accord-
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ing to destinations’ requirement can reduce the overall routing cost. However,

existing multicast protocols are not able to achieve the rate based optimization

because considering only the hop count in performance metrics may not reflect

the optimal path for network with multiple-rate destinations.

In the thesis, a purely localized network layer multiratecast protocols are pro-

posed to support for dynamic multiple rate routing in WSNs. The protocol pro-

posed is MST-based rate-aware cost-efficient multiratecast protocol (MSTRC). At

each forwarding node, MSTRC applies destination set partition and then bulid

a MST-like tree by using a revised prim algorithm with considering of the trans-

mission rate. Then it calculates the cost to select the best forwarding nodes.

Three different metrics to find the best next forwarding nodes are used. MSTRC

ensures the minimal rate-based cost to next hops at each forwarding process. If

the packet forwarded to a void area, the GFG algorithm would be applied in a

multiratecast version and find the route for returning to the greedy mode.

The MSTRC protocols have three unique characteristics: Firstly, they are

purely strict localized algorithms that use only node position information to make

routing decisions. Secondly, they should consider the destination data rate when

making routing decision, ensure paths that each destination receives data at its

requested rate. Thirdly, they aim at overall multicast paths from a single source

to multiple destinations that use minimum network resources; we define it as

rate based cost including hop count and data rate. The Multiratecast protocols

are unique from existing multicast protocol in that they adjusts routing paths

according to data rate as well as hop count and distance. For a network with

multiple-rate requirements in destinations, they are able to efficiently find optimal

paths for all destinations with the lowest overall rate cost.
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1.2 Problem Statement

We consider a request-driven, large-scale, static WSN. Nodes (sensors and sinks)

are aware of their own positions by either attached GPS devices or existing local-

ization algorithms. They share their location information with one-hop neighbors

by periodic beacon messages.

Sensors are equipped with an omni-directional antenna and able to commu-

nicate directly if their distance is smaller than the maximum transmission radius

R. In other words, the network is modeled as a unit disk graph (UDG). Each

edge (communication link) is associated with a cost, defined as the minimum

transmission power for this edge. It is computed using the first order radio model

[30], e(d) = βdα + c, where β > 0 is the transmission amplifier, d is the trans-

mission distance (edge length), α is a signal attenuation factor, and c > 0 is the

energy for running electronic circuit. Sensors can adjust their transmission power

so that they send reports along a selected edge using the least possible power,

which equals the associated cost of the edge. Moreover, each sensor is aware of

its own residual energy. If the remaining energy level falls below a threshold Eth,

it will transmit a “quit” message to neighbors and switch off for energy saving.

The sending node generates the data packets that need to distribute to des-

tinations. The destinations positions and rate requirements are priori knowledge

to message senders. Most of the time, packets can not be sent to the destina-

tions directly, the sender would deliver the data to neighbors that are closer to

destinations.

Nodes that receive the data packets from their neighbors and are not an

destination are considered as forwarding node. They perform as a bridge between

the sender and destinations. The data in the packets implies to which destinations

they should be sent and the forwarding nodes would send the packets to the
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destinations if they are connected directly or send them to neighbors that could

have a good chance to find the destinations.

Destination nodes receiving the data, which are of the same size (depending

on the type of data requested) and its rate may be different. They are treated

equally for the transmission. So, a packet in forwarding nodes may have to be

splitted into multiple data packets. In this case, the rate cost is correlated with

the splitting scheme.

The research goal is to develop, based on the above network model, a localized

multiratecast data propogation framework that satisfies a given set of constraints.

1.3 Motivation

Sensors are normally powered by low-energy batteries. Manual replacement or

recharge of sensor batteries is often infeasible due to operational factors such

as inaccessibility to the sensory field or tight maintenance budget. It is highly

desirable to prolong the lifetime of the network as a whole by minimizing and

balancing energy usage among individual sensors. In critical real-time scenar-

ios such as disaster management, emergency rescue and battlefield surveillance,

information is often required to arrive at a certain number of destinations at

different ratio.

Existing data routing algorithms usually require centralized control and em-

phasize mostly energy efficiency. They seldom consider the multiple rate require-

ment. The few known localized, rate-aware algorithms have major drawbacks in

energy saving as well as in rate arrangement and thus have limited effect both on

prolonging the network lifetime and on meeting the cost and rate requirement.

Motivated by the insufficiency and incompleteness of previous works, we address
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the problem of multiratecast routing in data propagation with respecting to given

computation requirements.

1.4 Contributions

The objectives of this thesis are: (i) to understand the limitations of routing in

wireless sensor networks, (ii) to investigate existing multiratecast routing solu-

tions and find the problems which affect the performance of efficient data pro-

pogation and (iii) to propose solutions to improve the multiratecast routing in

wireless sensor network.

The contributions are the following:

1. We review the existing unicast, multicast and multiratecast schemes and

point out their limitations. The existing unicast and multicast protocols

are meet with the most of requirements of different applications. But the

do not take the transmission rate into consideration. It is very hard and low

efficient to simply use these protocols to transmit data with multiple rate.

Current multiratecast protocols are proposed by following normal multicast

schemes and do not take advantages of the multirate and have not too much

improvement on the cost.

2. To improve transmit efficiency in multiratecast routing, we proposed a mul-

tiratecast protocol that employed the MST algorithm. The MST problem is

similar to Steiner tree problem but such trees may be efficiently computed

in time O(nlogn). We improved the algorithm to adapt the rate assump-

tion. This protocol is also cost aware because we used three kinds of metrics

to measure the cost in the neighbor selection procedure. It ensures us to

find the most efficient forwarding nodes.
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3. We also did a bunch of experiments to exam the the efficiency of our algo-

rithm. MSTRC protocol and Two similar protocols are implemented in our

simulation platform. We compare them in different network environment

and dimensions. Simulation results indicate that the MSTRC protocol is

dramatically more efficient and achieves a higher throughput under different

network configurations.

1.5 Organization

This thesis is organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 is a background on the routing technology in wireless sensor

and ad hoc network. This chapter presents the related work which has

been done, it provides a comprehensive study on the unicast,multicast and

multiratecast in wireless sensor network. A brief description of current

issues and the corresponding solutions are described in this chapter.We

discuss the solutions of multiratecast problems.

• Chapter 3 introduces the concept of multiratecast, which commonly arise in

data propagating in wireless sensor network. A novel and simple algorithm

is presented in this chapter to increase the efficiency. Then we propose a

new multiratecast data routing protocol for wireless sensor networks.

• The corresponding simulation results, comparison, analysis and limitation

are discussed in chapter 4.

• Chapter 5 discusses the conclusion and future work.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

There have been a lot of routing protocols developed for wireless sensor networks.

Based on a different data distribution, they can be divided to unicast, multicast,

and Broadcast protocols. Unicast routing is a one-to-one routing that a message

generated by a sensor node is sent to a single destination or sink. Broadcasting

is one-to-all routing that is used to send a message from a sensor node to every

other node in the network. Multicast routing is used to deliver messages from

a single node to a set of destinations. Due to the limitation of wireless sensor

networks such as limited energy resources, high cost of transmission, limited pro-

cessing capabilities and restricted lifetime, it is inefficient to use the broadcast

(flooding) as a routing scheme in sensor networks. Multicasting protocols try to

minimize the consumption of network resources by taking advantage of the fact

that some parts of the paths from the source to the destinations can be shared

by multiple destinations. There is also a scenary that the destinations required

different transmission rate in multicasting routing. The proposed multiratecast-

ing protocols not only need to solve the problems in multicasting routing but also

have to handle the rate arrangement.
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2.1 Unicast Protocols in WSN

Based on how a routing path is found from a source node to a destination, unicast

protocols can be divided to two main categories: non-geographical and geograph-

ical routing.

Most unicast protocols are non-geographical routing protocols. They do not

directly use geographical information in a routing decision. They can be further

divided into three approaches: the proactive approaches, the reactive approaches

and hybrid approaches. The proactive routing protocols have characteristic that

each node in the network maintains a route to every other node in the network at

all times. Periodic routing information update and maintenance is required for

each node. Examples of proactive routing protocols are DSDV [28] and OLSR

[15]. The reactive routing protocols are also called on-demand routing. A routing

path is discovered and computed based on the routing demand. It has less over-

head compared to proactive approaches but have longer route acquisition latency.

Examples of reactive routing protocols are AODV [18] and DSR [8]. Hybrid rout-

ing approaches combine the proactive and reactive routing protocols in various

ways to allow flexible routing based on network characteristics.

Geographical unicast routing protocols [1, 5, 12, 19, 33, 36, 38, 40] had char-

acteristics that network nodes are able to continually obtain geographical infor-

mation through a type of Location Service such as GPS and the geographical in-

formation is used in a routing path selection. Geographical routing can be further

divided into non-localized protocols and localized protocols. Non-localized proto-

cols utilizes geographical coordinate to perform global routing discovery from the

source node to destination node such as LAR [33]. Localized geographical routing

protocols [1, 5, 38] have proven to be very effective in providing unicast routing

in the common resource-constrained scenarios [12, 36, 38] that WSNs present.
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They work with local information, require a low computational cost, adapt

very fast to changing network conditions, and are able to route messages with

a very low control overhead. Each node taking part in a routing process takes

decisions about which neighbor is the best one to be selected as the forwarder in

order to carry the message as nearer to the position of the destination as pos-

sible. Thus, the information about position is fundamental. Although the use

of hardware-based positioning systems such as GPS might be possible, there are

scenarios (e.g., indoor) in which they cannot be effectively used. However, they

can also work based on virtual coordinates, as shown in [6] and [2]. Similarly,

the proposed multiratecast protocols in this thesis can also work based on these

virtual coordinates. Greedy Face Greedy [1] is an example of localized geograph-

ical routing that is duplicated as in GPSR [19]. The routing in GFG composes

two schemes: greedy forwarding mode for nodes that have neighbors closer to

destination than itself and recovery mode for nodes do not have closer neighbors

to destination. In recovery mode, GFG applies face routing until greedy mode

routing can be resumed.

2.2 Greedy Face Greedy

Greedy Face Greedy is a location-based Unicast routing protocol for wireless net-

work. It guarantees packet delivery in a connected planar graph. It consists two

routing modes: greedy routing mode and recovery mode. Packet routing starts

from greedy mode. Each GFG packet contains destination’s location. Every node

in network periodically broadcasts a beacon packet within its own radio range

which contains its current location information. Every node stores its neighbors’

location information after receiving beacon packets. Starting from the original
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node, each greedy mode forwarding node calculates the distances from every

neighbor node to the destination node. The neighbor node located closest to the

destination node is selected as the next hop. When a forwarding node cannot

find any node that is closer to destination than itself, the routing is known as

the local optimum situation and is changed from greedy mode to recovery mode.

Packet routing in recovery mode traverses along faces of a planar sub-graph of

original network graph. The most common planar sub-graph used is the Gabriel

Graph (GG), which contains an edge CA if the disk with diameter CA contains

no other nodes inside it. Note that node C may decide which of its edges belong

to GG based on the position of itself and its neighbors, without sending any mes-

sage for the purpose of constructing GG. Face routing continues along faces until

the packet reaches a node that is closer to the destination than the node where

greedy mode failed. Then the routing resumes to greedy mode. Packet is routing

in either greedy mode or recovery mode until it reaches destination.

2.3 Multicast Protocols in WSN

Providing efficient multicast routing in wireless sensor networks has specific chal-

lenge compared to the Unicast routing. Besides the common resource limitations

of sensor network, multicast routing need compute efficient multicast distribution

paths that making use of a minimal amount of control information, sending as

few as possible duplicate packets, and consuming the minimal overall network

resources to all destinations.

There have been a lot of multicast routing proposals for wireless sensor net-

works; each of them based on different design decisions. Most of them are non-

geographical routing protocols and are not designed to work in a localized way.
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Based on the routing paths structure they employ, they can be divided into tree-

based protocols, mesh-based protocols and hybrid protocols [35, 43]. Tree based

protocols have one shared path from the source node to each destination. They

use lower number of relay nodes compared to mesh based protocols but the tree

needs to be reconstructed when links break due to node mobility. In addition,

they also rely on periodic flooding that is a costly operation for sensor network.

Examples of tree based protocols are MAODV [29], ADMR [41], and AMRIS

[26]. Mesh-based protocols expand a multicast tree with additional paths so that

they have multiple paths from the source node to each destination. They have

more redundancy in routing structure compared to tree-based protocols and the

additional paths can be used to forward multicast data packets when some of

the links break. The mesh-based protocols have proven to be particularly suited

for scenarios with high mobility rates. However, the maintenance of these struc-

tures through periodic broadcasts and the large amount of duplicate forwarding

makes them impractical for sensor network. Examples of mesh-based protocols

are CAMP[10], ODMRP [11], NSMP [22], and DCMP [4]. Hybrid protocols

are mix of tree and mesh protocols such as AMRoute [43] and MCEDAR [35].

For all above three types of protocols, their non-localized operation produces an

excessive control overhead for wireless sensor network.

There have been multicast protocols for wireless sensor networks that take ge-

ographical information to perform a multicast routing. They are also called Geo-

Multicast protocols. However, applying geographical routing in multicast faces

specific challenges such as how to select next forwarding nodes and perform effi-

cient routing based on position information for multiple destinations. Various geo-

graphical multicast protocols have been proposed such as [16, 17, 25, 32, 42, 46, 47]

to explore different ways to perform efficient Multicast. DDM [17] combines Uni-
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cast data tables for multicast data forwarding which requires additional overhead

and makes it best suitable only for small multicast groups. LAM [46] makes use

of broadcast so that it is impractical for wireless sensor networks. Protocol in

[16] uses position information to build a multicast tree that aims at minimize

the number of links. However, its cost calculation is not optimal because the

wireless medium is one-to-many communication and cost should be better char-

acterized by number of transmission nodes instead of number of links. Because

of the design challenges of multicast, localized protocols are believed to be better

suitable for wireless sensor networks [37]. PBM [25], GMR [32] and GMP [42]

are examples of localized geographical multicast protocols.

2.3.1 Localized Geographical Multicast

Localized multicast protocols usually use local geographical-position information

of nodes to make routing decisions. The position information can be acquired by

location service such as GPS or virtual coordinates as in [2] and [6]. The position

information is included in the message header and is used at each forwarding

node for the next routing nodes selection.

Position Based Multicast (PBM)[42] is one of the localized geographical mul-

ticast protocols. Although it is not initially thought for sensor networks, it fulfils

most of the desired design criteria of localness and limited network overhead.

PBM is a generalization of Greedy-Face-Greedy routing to operate over multiple

destinations.

It builds a multicast tree, whose shape can vary from the shortest path tree,

to an approximation of a minimum cost multicast tree depending on a parameter

denoted as λ. Authors in try to find a good trade-off between the total number

of nodes forwarding the message and the optimality of individual paths towards
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the destinations. Each node evaluates all possible subsets of neighbors W using

a function to evaluate each w ∈ W . f(w) = λN+ (1 −λ)S, 0 ≤ λ ≤1, where

N is the number of neighbors in the considered subset (|w|) divided by the total

number of neighbors n, and Sis the summation of the minimal distances from

nodes in W to destinations, normalized by the summation of distances from the

current node to all destinations. From all possible subsets of neighbors W , the

current node selects the one with optimal f(W ). If the best subset of neighbors

is a single node, then that node will be the only relay for all the destinations. If

a subset of neighbor nodes is selected, then each of the nodes in the subset will

take care of routing the data messages to part of the destinations. If at some

node there are no nodes providing advantages towards one or more destinations,

the authors use, only toward those destinations, a variant of face routing like the

one we describe in the previous section. The main problem with this approach is

that determining the optimal value for λ is not a trivial task.

In fact, the authors evaluated different values of λ but they never came out

with a determination of an optimal value. An additional issue is the fact that the

algorithm is computationally expensive. Evaluating all possible neighbor subsets

has an exponential computational cost as the number of neighbor increases.

For networks with a very large number of multicast receivers, PBM may not

scale well due to the need to include all destinations in multicast data packets. To

improve the scalability, another protocol called scalable position based multicast

for mobile ad hoc networks (SPBM)[39] was designed. It uses the geographic

position of nodes to provide a scalable group membership scheme and to forward

data packets. SPBM is mainly focused on the task of managing multicast groups

in a scalable way. However, they fail to provide efficient multicast forwarding,

because they use one separate unicast geographic routing for each destination.
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GMR[42] is another localized geographical multicast protocol proposed by

Shibo Wu and K. Selcuk Candan. Starting from the source node, it tries to build

a virtual multicast Steiner tree by applying a stateless reduction ratio heuristic

calculation. It traverses all destinations and tries to find a pair of destinations

with highest reduction ratio and then creates a virtual destination node to rep-

resent the two destinations. It then repeats the calculation for new destination

set including new virtual node and all rest of destinations to create next best

virtual node until all destinations are represented by one final virtual node. After

that, the multicast routing is simplified as unicast from the current node to final

virtual node. GMR tries to find a neighbor node closest to the final virtual node

as a next hop and sends messages to the neighbor node. After the neighbor node

receives the messages, it applies same reduction ratio heuristic calculation again

to construct a virtual tree and forwards message to the next final virtual nodes.

Same calculation continues until message reaches destinations. If no neighbor

can provides forwarding to final virtual node or if it is not beneficial to create

a virtual destination node, message is duplicated and same algorithm applies on

each of the message routing.

The advantage of GMR is that it simplifies the multicast routing to unicast

by a linear virtual node calculation at each forwarding node. The disadvantage

of GMR is that it calculates virtual destination by two destination nodes at a

time. The created new virtual node may change the virtual destination topology.

It will be less efficient routing if destinations are scatted around the source node

and may end of a virtual node on opposite direction of some destination nodes.
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2.3.2 Multirate Multicast Protocols

All the above routing protocols discussed in previous sections focus on single

rate multicast routing where they consider all packets transfer at a constant

rate. However, there are some protocols that perform routings at variable rates

[13, 23, 45].

In [44],the authors propose a distributed flow control scheme for multirate

multicast, based on the Proportional Integral and Derivative (PID) controllers.

The PID controller at each router computes its expected incoming rate and feeds

back this rate to its upstream router, such that the local buffer occupancy can be

stabilized at an appropriate value. The proposed MRM controller achieves the

fairness in two aspects: 1) the intrasession fairness, i.e., the receivers from the

same source within the same multicast session can receive data at different rates,

if they subscribe networks with different capacities; 2) the intersession fairness,

i.e., the link bandwidth is fairly shared among multiple multicast sessions from

different sources.

Uyen and Xiong [27] proposed a rate-adaptive multicast protocol for MANET.

It is based on a simple routing metric: among several paths between a sender and

a receiver, the routing protocol selects the path with the lowest total transmission

time. The authors claim that low transmission time helps increase the through-

put and reduce the energy consumption. The protocol monitors the quality of

wireless links and suggests optimal transmission rate that helps reach its goal.

This protocol considers data rate adaption in the routing path selection, but as

mentioned above, does not consider the multiratecast requirement and is quite

different from the problem we are trying to solve.

The paper [48] addresses the performance optimization for scalable video cod-

ing and multicast over networks. Multipath video streaming, network coding
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based routing, and network flow control are jointly optimized to maximize a

network utility function defined over heterogeneous receivers. Contextual priors

of scalable video layers are imposed on the flow routing optimization problem,

seeking to guarantee the transmission cost for each layer in an incremental order

and find jointly optimal multicast paths and associated rates. Through a pri-

mal decomposition and the primal-dual approach, a decentralized algorithm with

two-level optimization update is developed to solve the target convex optimization

problem.

Gurdip, Sandeep and Sanjoy [34] proposed a rate based propagation protocol

for sensor networks. In this paper, they tried to solve the similar problem that

multiple destinations require data at different data rates. However, it is not a

localized algorithm and does not have the assumption that network nodes know

the position and rate information of destinations. It tries to construct a tree that

has optimal total cost. The cost is calculated as sum of all edge cost that is the

rate of sending data multiplied by the length of the edge. The path selection is

based on a tree that is constructed by flooding explore message and calculating

the Ack messages at each network node. Starting from a source node, explore

messages that contain data of current node are broadcasted to all current node’s

neighbors. Because destinations have multiratecast requirements, each node in

the multicast tree must receive data at the rate which is equal or larger than the

rate it need to forward to its children. The initial explore message from the source

node has rate 0. When the explore messages reach destinations, Ack messages

are sent back including the required rate. When a relay node first receives an

Ack message, it will set the rate in Ack as its planned rate and accepts the node

that sent explore message as its parent node and broadcasts the same explore

message to all its neighbors. A relay node waits for all responses of its received
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explore messages before sending back to its parent to update its rate. When

a node receives more than one explore message, it performs a cost comparison

calculation to decide if it needs to switch the parent node. It will calculate the

cost of adding the new rate for current child and the cost of removing existing

rate. By comparing the two costs of adding and removing parent results, the

node can decide if it needs to switch parents to the low cost node.

Figure 2.1 shows an example of the rate-based data propagation algorithm on

unweighted graph. The data is sent from a source node s to destination node a,

b, d, e that request data at rate of 8, 20, 4, 10,respectively.

From the Figure 2.1(a), we can see that the source node s sends out explore

message with rate 0 to all its neighbors. The numbers next to the nodes in

the figure denote the rate requirements of the nodes, and the index before the

message denotes the sequence in which the messages are being sent.[34] Nodes

a, b reply ack(8) and ack(20) message to node s and continue send out explore(8)

and explore(20) message to all their neighbors. Node c is not a destination node,

it simply continue the flooding with explore(0) message. Node d receives explore

message from aand b, it selects the node with higher rate as parent node and

sends back ask(4) message to b. Node e first receives explore(0) message from

node c and accepts c as parent node by sending back ack(10) to node c. Later,

after node c receives explore (20) message from node b, it finds switching parent

node from c to b will lower the cost of tree. Node c then sends ack(10) to b to

accept b as parent. Node c also sends out Nack (10) message to c to remove it

as parent node. The Figure 2.1(b) shows the rate-based data propagation tree

construction results. The edges in bold belong to data propagation tree and the

rates listed beside those edges are the data rates need to be sent on the edges.

The rate based propagation protocol defines cost of the tree as the sum of cost of
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all tree edges, where the cost of the tree edge is rate of sending the data multiplied

by the weight of the edge which can be listed as where w(i, j) * re, where w(i, j) is

the edge from i to j, re is the rate of sending data on the edge. For an unweighted

graph as the example, if we use all edge weight as 1, the tree cost can be sum of

data rate on all tree edges. Figure 2.1(c) shows the final routing paths and the

cost based on all weight equal to 1 scenario. “In the case of weighted networks,

the cost of using an edge is the weight of the edge multiplied by the rate at which

data is sent over the edge.” [34] The tree construction algorithm will be modified

when accepting and switching parents because it needs new edge cost calculation

to decide which operation takes lower cost. However, the paper [34] did not give

a clear definition of the edge weight or the detail description of tree construction

process on weighted graph.

As illustrated in Figure 2.1, the rate-based data propagation protocol needs

globally broadcast explore/ack messages to build the data propagation tree. It

needs complex procedure to complete the tree construction. The complexity of

tree calculation increases rapidly when there is large number of network nodes

or large number of destinations. The tree structure is also fragile to maintain.

It needs to be built before routing. If network is broken anywhere in the tree,

it needs to be fully rebuilt before routing can be performed again. Mesh based

solutions also need to be rebuild reporting tree when anything breaks and tree

is extracted. Compared to tree or mesh based protocols, the proposed localized

protocols have advantage that if there is any link broken, they need only locally

update neighbor position information and routing process should be able to dy-

namically do different neighbor selection based the position of current neighbors.

Article [24] proposed the RCM and MRM algorithms. For RCM there are

three variants of the algorithm, which differ in the actual cost-over-progress for-
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mula being applied. Here we describe (and use in our comparison in simulations)

only the best version from [24]. RCM investigates only set partitions of destina-

tions that have, for each set, a neighbor with progress toward each destination in

the set. Destinations without having neighbor with progress are not considered.

If the number of destinations is large (investigating all set partitions requires

exponential time), RCM finds the best neighbor for each subset from the parti-

tion. Otherwise, it starts from single destination in each set, and iterates a merge

process to optimize it. The quality of a set partition P = {M1,M2, ...,M|P |} of

destinations assigned to the current node c, is measured by this cost over progress

ratio

ratio(P ) =
∑|P |

i=1 rate(Mi)∑|P |
i=1max(prog(c,n,Mi):n∈N(s))

.

The nominator shows the sum of allocated rates (the maximum of requested

rates for destinations in the set) for each set. The denominator sums the pro-

gresses made by selected neighbor n for each set Mi. Progress provided by n is

prog(c, n,Mi) =
∑|Mi|

k=1(|cdk|− |ndk|), where the sum is taken for each destination

dk from Mi. Selected neighbor n of s maximizes this expression. In a merging

step, all pairs Mi and Mj of sets in the current partition are tested if a neighbor

n closer to all destinations in both sets exist to provide progress toward them,

and whether this neighbor could improve above quality measure. If so for a given

pair, the neighbor with best such improvement is selected, and two tested pairs

are merged. Pairing process continues until one particular set partition cannot

be improved by merging any pair.

Compared to RCM, MRM is simpler when calculating the next forwarding

nodes in greedy mode. It is still a general Greedy Face Greedy Algorithm, the

Greedy routing selecting gives priority to the destination of maximum data rate.

In MRM greedy routing part, when a node S wants to find a routing node to
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multiple destinations with multiple rates, it applies multiple relay point (MRP)

strategy. The strategy works as follows: For all the destinations in greedy list,

Find one destination that requires highest rate, say it is Dm. Figure out the

neighbor nodes that can provide most distance progress towards the just picked

destination Dm , mark this neighbor node as Nm. For rest of the destinations

in greedy routing list, as long as node Nm can provide greedy routing to the

destinations, use Nm as forwarding nodes for those destinations. If there are still

destinations that cannot be forwarded by Nm, repeat step 1 to 3 to find next

forwarding node until all the destinations are covered.

If the face routing is involved, it is similar to RCM routing, the greedy routing

can be resumed whenever the forwarding node is closer to destination than the

face routing starting node. Since there is no destination set partition required,

this algorithm requires much less calculation. It is very suitable for the situation

where they are high number of destinations or sensor nodes have very limited

power consumption requirement.
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Chapter 3

The Rate-Aware Cost-Efficient

Multiratecasting Routing

3.1 Preliminaries

3.1.1 Network Model

We model a wireless network by a graph G = (V,E), where V is the set of vertices

(the network nodes) and E ⊆ V 2 is the set of edges that gives the available

communications: there exists a pair (u, v) ∈ E if the node u is physically able to

communicate with v. The neighborhood set N(u) of a node u is defined as:

N(u) = {v ∈ V | v 6= u ∧ (u, v) ∈ E} (3.1)

The density d of the network is the average value of neighbors per node. The

construction of the set of edges E depends on the considered underlying physical

model. The most well-known one is the unit disk graph model. Given a set of
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nodes V and a maximum communication range R, E is defined as:

E = {(u, v) ∈ V 2 | u 6= v∧ | uv |≤ R} (3.2)

|uv| being the Euclidean distance between nodes u and v. Figure 3.1 provides an

example of a unit disk graph. For a given multicast task, the set of destinations

is denoted as D = {d1, ..., dk}. We assume that nodes are able to adjust their

transmitting power, i.e., sending a message from a node u to a neighbor v is

done by using the smallest possible power for that. We also assume that nodes

regularly collect 1-hop neighborhood information by using beacon messages. This

is a fairly common assumption in literature.

(a) The Euclidean MST ∆(V ) (b) The Gabriel graph of G

Figure 3.1: Graph G = (V,E)

3.1.2 MAC Layer Model

Whenever a message is duplicated during a multicast, the current forwarding

node has to send the packets to more than one immediate neighbor. In this
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work, we consider two simplified MAC layer models. In the unicast MAC layer,

sending a message to i next hop neighbors is performed by i independent reliable

unicast transmissions. In the multicast MAC layer, sending a message is done

by only one single transmission. In other words, the latter refers to a MAC layer

implementation which exploits the broadcast capabilities of the wireless commu-

nication media. A detailed investigation on how such a reliable communication

is achieved either in the unicast or the multicast MAC layer is beyond the scope

of this work.

3.1.3 Geometric Concepts

The minimum spanning tree (MST) is a well-known graph construction: a tree

∆(u1, ..., un) is a MST if its weight | ∆(u1, ..., un) | is minimal. At this time, the

weight of the tree denotes the sum of the weight over all tree edges. In a Euclidean

MST, illustrated by Figure 3.2, the weight of an edge is equal to its Euclidean

length. One example would be a telecommunications company laying cable to a

new neighborhood. If it is constrained to bury the cable only along certain paths,

then there would be a graph representing which points are connected by those

paths. Some of those paths might be more expensive, because they are longer, or

require the cable to be buried deeper; these paths would be represented by edges

with larger weights. A spanning tree for that graph would be a subset of those

paths that has no cycles but still connects to every node. There might be several

spanning trees possible. A minimum spanning tree would be one with the lowest

total cost.

There are now two algorithms commonly used, Prim’s algorithm and Kruskal’s

algorithm. Both are greedy algorithms that run in polynomial time, so the prob-

lem of finding such trees is in function problems, and related decision problems
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Figure 3.2: Minimum Spanning Tree

such as determining whether a particular edge is in the MST or determining if

the minimum total weight exceeds a certain value are in P. Such trees may be effi-

ciently computed in time O(n log n). Note that we use throughout this paper the

notation ∆(s), which is equivalent to ∆(u1, ..., un) for any set S = {(u1, ..., un)}.

The Steiner tree problem is somewhat similar to the MST problem: the goal

is to construct a tree Γ(u1, ..., un) with the minimal weight, while allowing the

insertion of additional intermediate vertices (called Steiner points) in order to

reduce the weight of the resulting spanning tree. This problem is known to be

NP-complete [20]. In practice, heuristics are used. The difference between the

Steiner tree problem and the minimum spanning tree problem is that, in the

Steiner tree problem, extra intermediate vertices and edges may be added to the

graph in order to reduce the length of the spanning tree. These new vertices

introduced to decrease the total length of connection are known as Steiner points
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or Steiner vertices. It has been proved that the resulted connection is a tree,

known as the Steiner tree. The Steiner tree problem has applications in circuit

layout or network design.

A planar graph is a graph in which no edges intersect. Gabriel graph construc-

tion is a prominent localized construction method which is based on a geometric

concept which was introduced by Gabriel and Sokal in [9]. Starting from a unit

disk graph G = (V,E), each edge (v, e) ∈ E is considered and removed if there

exists a vertex w located inside the circle U(u, v) of diameter | uv | centered at

the midpoint of the segment [uv]. This graph is very interesting for decentralized

networks since this removal strategy may be applied independently by each node,

and does not require any message exchange. Refer to Figure 3.3 for an illustration

of a Gabriel graph constructed over an entire network.

Figure 3.3: Gabriel graph
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3.2 Problem Formulation

In the previous study, considering unicast routing scenario, when the destination

requires data at specific rate, the total routing network resource consumption

is proportional to the total transmission number and the data rate in a routing

path. Combining the two factors: hop count and rate, the routing cost for single

rate unicast routing can be evaluated by the following equation:

C = kr (3.3)

where C is th total single rate cost, r is the data rate required by the destination,

k is the total hop count number (transmission number).

Considering a network with multirate destinations, different from unicast rout-

ing, the multiratecast message may split and the transmission rate may change

at relay nodes when routing path branches. Multiratecast require that each des-

tination receives data at its request rate, so that message forwarding has to be at

the maximum rate among those destinations it covers, it has to fulfill following

rate requirements:

rp ≥ rc, rp = max(rp1 , ..., rpn)rc = max(rc1 , ..., rcm) (3.4)

where rp is the parent node, rp1 , ..., rpn is data rates for destinations that parent

node covers. And rc is the child node, rc1 , ..., rcm is data rates for destinations

that child node covers. The start rate at source node S is the maximum rate

for all destinations. When message reaches next forwarding nodes, the next

forwarding nodes will retransmit message at the equal or less rates depends on

their covered destinations. The total routing consumption can be evaluated as
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following equation:

C =
k∑
j=1

rj (3.5)

where C is the total multirate cost, rj is the transmission rate at forwarding node

j, j is the forwarding node number, k is the total hop count. A performance metric

by considering both transmission number and transmission rate will better reflect

the network resource consumption for multiratecast routing.

The problem of multiratecast algorithms can be described as follows: given a

certain message generated by a source node S and a group of destination nodes

{d1, ..., dm} which each destination node requests to receive data at a specific rate,

MSTRC needs to find a set of relay nodes in the network so that the message is

delivered to all destinations with a minimum consumption of network resources

and at the same time, assures that each destination receives data at its required

rate.

3.3 MST-based Multiratecasting

The problem that multiratecast algorithms are facing and possible solutions are

described in previous sections. To solve the problem efficiently, the number of

messages should be minimized. Then multiple branches of paths are needed so

that the path with higher rate can be shared as much as possible to reduce the

network bandwidth usage.

Based on this assumption, our MST-based algorithm is proposed as follows,

we divide our algorithm into three parts.

• First, we introduce a replication method to build a tree-based backbone. It

decides how many replications current node should split, and arranges the

transmission ratio of each forwarding node in the backbone construction.
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• Second, based on the constructed backbone, the algorithm will choose the

forwarding nodes for each destination. The neighbor selection step also

takes the rate consumption into consideration. We use three different met-

rics for the selection of forwarding nodes. According to the experimental

results, we find that different measurements will fit into different conditions.

• The last part of our algorithm is the recovery strategy when messages are

sent to a void area by greedy algorithm. The algorithm will quit from the

greedy mode and run into the face mode (by GFG algorithm) until a better

node for forwarding is found.

We would like to introduce the details in the following sections one by one.

3.3.1 Rate-aware Message Replication

As we know, the main difference between routing in unicast and multicast is the

neighbor selection function. In unicast routing, only a single node among all the n

neighbors is selected as the relay. While in multicast scenario, current node may

split the message into multiple copies and send them to multiple destinations. It

has to be decided which neighbor is suitable for which destination(s).

The number of neighbors selected is of vital importance because each relay

will start a new and separate path toward certain destination that the node is re-

sponsible for. There are many ways of selecting neighbor subsets for forwarding.

However, choosing too many neighbors means that there will be different routes

for different destinations which losing the advantages of sharing routes in multi-

casting. On the other hand, choosing too little relays implies that some of them

will be in charge of routing toward more than one destination. This seems to be

a good decision for energy savings as several messages can share the same route.
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However, from another point of view, it can also lead to a common longer path

which increases the energy consumption significantly. The problem now is how

to select the subset of relays, at the same time arrange an optimal transmission

rate to each origin Location.

In [24], this problem is solved by using two methods MRM,RCM. If the number

of neighbor is not large (less or equal to 5), they would enumerate all the possible

combination of neighbors as relay node. If the number of neighbor is large(more

than 5), they would choose some of the combination that are more likely to be

relay nodes to measure. The transmission rate is arranged to fit the need of all

the destinations.

Our proposed message splitting strategy is one of the most important aspects

of our algorithm. To improve such selection, we use MST based backbones and

taking the rate arrangement into consideration. The general idea is to build a

MST tree with current node and the destination nodes. In the process of building

the tree, we consider the rate that the destination nodes need as a fact.

Suppose S being the source node and D = {d1, ..., dk} being the message

destinations. Furthermore, let C(u, v) denote the weight of the shortest weighted

path from u to v.

Under the unicast MAC assumption, a weighted Steiner tree Γ(S, d1, ..., dk),

using C(u, v) as the cost function, defines the optimal multiratecast backbone. In

this work we do not assume that a node is able to request all network nodes for

computing such a Steiner tree. Moreover, we do not assume that the cost function

C(u, v) is even known to the nodes. Thus computing a Steiner tree as a optimal

multiratecast backbone is not possible in this general multiratecast setting.

As an approximation, we utilize the concept of weighted MST instead which

may be efficiently computed even by constrained devices. Since the exact energy
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model is not known, we approximate the routing cost by the simplified assumption

that |uv| < |uw| always implies C(u, v) < C(u,w). In this case, the weighted

MST is equivalent to the Euclidean MST, for which only locations of nodes are

needed. Under the multicast MAC assumption, energy savings are possible at

nodes where the message is split. At this point, any set of next hop nodes

might produce the same routing cost as addressing a single next hop node. In

a small scale multiratecast, it might thus be more energy-efficient to perform

a single direct large broadcast transmission instead of performing many small

transmissions in order to reach the destinations. In a large scale multiratecast,

however, we expect that the energy savings which are possible at the nodes where

the message is split will be outweighed by the routing costs which are required

in order to route the message between those split points. Thus, we use the same

MST approximation even under the multiratecast MAC assumption.

The following describes the rule which is performed at each forwarding node

in order to decide if a message has to be kept as one single packet or if it has

to be split and sent toward different destination subsets. Let c be the current

forwarding node and let di ⊆ D be the set of multicast destinations which have

to be handled by c. Node c has to calculate the MST ∆({c}
⋃
di) over itself and

di. This tree provides the backbone which is to be used to reach all destination

nodes in Di from c. The message thus has to be routed along the edges of this

tree, and must be split at node c if multiple paths start from this node. Actually,

each of these paths is represented by an edge which originates at node s and spans

a subset of destination nodes. These are forming exactly a destination subset to

which c has to send an individual message copy. Assume each node defines rate

that it wants to receive from source. In the localized algorithm all nodes except

source will have rates (all rates are equal to 1, this is same as MST in [7]).
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Let R(i) be desired rate for node i. During the execution, each node maintains

rate provided so far, P (i). Initially P (i) = 0 for all nodes (including source). Edge

weights are not needed in algorithm. Consider candidate edges (u, v). Each node

u from Vnew has its P (u). Candidates are those nodes v which are excluded

in Vnew but have some neighbors included in Vnew. For each v, considering all

existing neighbors u from Vnew, and calculate the cost of adding v to the already

constructed tree via node u.

If R(v) <= P (u) then there is no need to increase rate on the whole path

from source to u, only to define rate at u. The cost then is only R(v). In fact

the cost of communicating in the last hop to v is P (v) no matter which neighbor

u is used. If R(v) > P (u) then the rate needs to be increased on the whole path

from source to u. Assume that path has h hops, and the path from source S is

S,A1, A2, ..., Ah. For each hop calculate rate increase, if needed, which is 0 if no

increase needed, and R(v) − P (Ai) if there was an increase. Then sum up all

these increases on the path. This sum is the overall cost for this candidate edge,

and the one with minimal cost is selected in the iteration. After selecting, all

nodes Ai on the path from source to v will update their provided rate P (Ai) to

P (v) if it was smaller than that.

This strategy is illustrated by Figure 3.4, where node S has to handle the desti-

nation nodes d1, d2, d3 and d4. In Figure 3.4(a), the resulting MST ∆(s, d1, d2, d3, d4)

has only one edge originated at node S, so all destinations are grouped together.

In this case, the message will not be split and will have to be routed along the

edge (S, d1). In Figure 3.4(b), there are two edges originated at node c: the first

one spans d1 and d2, while the second one spans d3 and d4. The message will

thus be duplicated into two packets. The first one will be routed along the edge

(S, d1) toward the set of destinations {d1, d2}, and the second one will be routed
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(b) Two subsets d1, d2 and d3, d4 are created

Figure 3.4: The message splitting strategy used by MSTRC
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along (S, d3) toward the set of destinations {d3, d4}. Energy-efficient message for-

warding along an edge of the multiratecast backbone will select the best neighbor

with respect to the metric being applied (e.g., based on hop count, Euclidean

distance, energy consumption, which we would discuss in next section) and the

destination nodes which are reachable along this backbone edge. For instance,

in Figure 3.4(a) next hop selection along the multiratecast backbone edge Sd1

will consider the best node with respect to the metric and the destination node

d1. Next hop selection along the multiratecast backbone in Figure 3.4(b) will

consider the best node with respect to the metric and the destination nodes d1

and d2.

3.3.2 Energy-efficient Neighbor Selection

In the previous section, we explained how the MST backbone be constructed, and

gave detailed explanations of the different aspects of its operation. However, we

did not explain into detail how is the neighbor selection algorithm implemented.

That is, what is the concrete algorithm used by the current node to select neigh-

bors for certain destinations. In this section we describe that part of the protocol,

showing the benefit in terms of computational cost compared to previous works.

Considering the multiratecasting problem, where a source node wishes to send

a packet to a number of destinations with known positions at known rate. Assume

that a node c, after receiving a multiratecast message is responsible for destina-

tions d1, ..., dn, and that it evaluates neighbors n1,...,nn as possible candidates for

forwarding. The task can be regarded as to decide which neighbors should be

selected based on the cost of the selected nodes as forwarding nodes.

The cost of each subset is a value to reflect the local routing efficiency for

multiratecast when current node split message to the next forwarding nodes with
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different data rate. After set partition, for each given set, the next forwarding

data rate for every subset is a defined value. The value is the maximum data

rate among destinations in the subset. The neighbor selection method tries to

find a best neighbor to cover all destinations for each subset. A parameter rate

cost factor is introduced to reflect the local rate cost efficiency towards selected

destinations. The rate cost factor rcf is as of distance progress ratio R/∆d. R is

the data rate cost towards the selected destinations, ∆d is the distance progress

towards selected destinations.

The rate cost factor can be calculated based on three ways, on each individual

destination, on each subset or on the whole set. The routing path and message

split may be different when apply different rate cost factor calculation thus re-

sult in different overall routing performance. Because there is no existing study

show which rate cost factor calculation method is most suitable for multirate-

cast routing, three different methods to calculate set cost are explored. For a

given destination set, the neighbor selection method applies three types rate cost

factors to get the set cost.

3.3.2.1 Method A: Cost Focus on Subset

This type focuses on finding minimum rate cost factor for each subset. The rate

cost factor in method A is calculated as the maximum rate in subset divided by

total distance towards all destinations in the subset. Because the maximum rate

for subset is same value for all neighbors, so that among all neighbor nodes that

provide the distance progress to subset destinations, method A tries to find a best

neighbor node that provide maximum distance advance to all destinations in the

subset. This will result in a best neighbor with minimum rate cost factor. The

method A uses the minimum rate cost factor as subset cost, and then calculates
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set cost as sum of all subset costs. Suppose we have a set partition DSi with

total k destination set that DSi = {M1, ...,Mk}. For each destination subset Mj

suppose we have p destinations Mj = dj1, ..., djp. Method A calculates the rate

cost factor for each neighbor node as following equation:

rcfsubset =
Rmaxsubset

∆d
=

Rmaxsubset∑p
l=1 || DSl | − | ndl ||

(3.6)

The best forwarding neighbor node n should have lowest subset rate cost

factor, or the maximum distance progress to all destinations in subset because

the maximum rate of the subset is a constant value. The best forwarding node n

should fullfill following equations:

Rmaxsubsetj∑p
l=1 ||DSl| − |ndl||

≤ Rmaxsubset∑p
l=1 ||DSl| − |ndl||

(3.7)

After each subset Mj has a best forward node, the method A calculates its

set cost for destination set DSi by sum of all subset rate cost factors as following

equation:

RC1 =

∑k
j−1Rj∑jp

l−1(||DSjl| − |njdjl||)
(3.8)

Based on calculation of method A, the rate set cost listed in Figure 3.5 is:

RC1 =
max(R1, R2)

||DS1| − |n1d1||+ ||DS2| − |n1d2||
+

max(R3, R4)

||DS3| − |n2d3||+ ||DS4| − |n2d4||
(3.9)

Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 list two possible destination sets for a given network

with 4 destinations. Forwarding node S has two neighbor nodes n1 and n2. By

calculating the set cost for Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7, we may get different next

forwarding set cost by method A.

For the above Figure 3.6, we have destination set with two subset DS =
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Figure 3.5: Example of MSTRC Forwarding

d1, d2, d3, d4. Method A calculates set cost as following steps:

For subset M1, it calculates the distance advance from n1 to {d1, d2}, and

then n2 to {d1, d2}, and then compares the results to find out the best neighbor

for subset M1.

∆dn1(subset1) = ||Sd1| − |n1d1|+ ||Sd2| − |n1d2|| = 3.89 (3.10)

∆dn2(subset1) = ||Sd1| − |n2d1|+ ||Sd2| − |n2d2|| = 3.21 (3.11)

Best neighbor node for subset M1 is n1. For subset M2 it calculates the

distance advance from n1 to {d3, d4}, and then n2 to {d3, d4}, and then compares

the results to find out the best neighbor for subset M2.

∆dn1(subset2) = ||Sd3| − |n1d3|+ ||Sd4| − |n1d4|| = 2.37 (3.12)

∆dn2(subset2) = ||Sd3| − |n2d3|+ ||Sd4| − |n2d4|| = 4.31 (3.13)
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Best Neighbor node for subset M2 is n2. Set cost for Figure 3.6 by method A

is:

RC1 =
max(R1, R2)

||Sd1| − |n1d1||+ ||Sd2| − |n1d2||
+

max(R3, R4)

||Sd3| − |n2d3||+ ||Sd4| − |n2d4p||
= 2.90

(3.14)

3.3.2.2 Method B: Set Cost Focus on Individual Destination

In calculation method B , we focus more on individual destination rate cost

factor. The individual destination rate cost factor is defined as forwarding rate

to a destination divided by the distance progress from a neighbor node to the

destination as following equation:

rcfindividual =
Rforwarding

∆d
=

Rforwarding

||Sdl| − |ndl||
(3.15)

where Rforwarding is the forwarding rate that the destination requires |Sdl| is

the distance between current node S to the destination dl. |ndl| is the distance

between neighbor node n to the destination dl.

For every destination in a subset, Rforwardingis is a constant value equal to

the maximum data rate among all destinations in the subset Rmaxsubset because

method B tries to find a best forwarding neighbor node that covers the subset.

The best node should provide minimum total individual destination rate cost

factors for all destinations in the subset. Method B then calculates subset cost

as the sum of individual costs of the best forwarding node, and then calculate

set cost for destination set as the sum of all subset cost. For subset Mj, the best
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forwarding node n fulfills following equation:

p∑
l=1

Rmaxsubsetj
||Sdjl| − |njdjl||

≤
p∑
l=1

Rmaxsubsetj
||Sdl| − |njdjl||

(3.16)

For the whole destination set DSi, method B calculates the set cost as the

sum of all best individual rate cost factors of every subset. Equation is as below:

RC2 =
k∑
j=1

jp∑
l=1

Rj

||Sdjl| − |njdjl||
(3.17)

As for example listed in Figure 3.5, method B has the rate cost as following:

RC2 =
max(R1, R2)

||Sd1| − |n1d1||
+

max(R1, R2)

||Sd2| − |n1d2||
+

max(R3, R4)

||Sd3| − |n2d3||
+

max(R3, R4)

||Sd4| − |n2d4||
(3.18)

Subset 1

Subset 2

Figure 3.6: Example of MSTRC Set Cost Calculation

For the destination set in Figure 3.6, method B calculates the set cost as

following steps. For subset M1, it calculates the rate cost factor from n1 to
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{d1, d2}, and then n2 to {d1, d2}, and selects the neighbor with a lower rate cost

factor.

rcf(n1, subset1) =
max(R1, R2)

||Sd1| − |n1d1||
+

max(R1, R2)

||Sd2| − |n1d2||
= 5.12 (3.19)

rcf(n2, subset1) =
max(R1, R2)

||Sd1| − |n2d1||
+

max(R1, R2)

||Sd2| − |n2d2||
= 14.59 (3.20)

The best neighbor for subset M1 is n1. For subset M2, it calculates the rate

cost factor from n1 to {d3, d4}, and then n2 to {d3, d4}, and selects the neighbor

with a lower total rate cost factor.

rcf(n1, subset2) =
max(R3, R4)

||Sd3| − |n1d3||
+

max(R3, R4)

||Sd4| − |n1d4||
= 12.1 (3.21)

rcf(n2, subset1) =
max(R3, R4)

||Sd3| − |n2d3||
+

max(R3, R4)

||Sd4| − |n2d4||
= 6.52 (3.22)

The best neighbor for subset M2 is n2. The set cost I by method B for

Figure 3.6 is:

RC2 =
max(R1, R2)

||Sd1| − |n1d1||
+

max(R1, R2)

||Sd2| − |n1d2||
+

max(R3, R4)

||Sd3| − |n2d3||
+

max(R3, R4)

||Sd4| − |n2d4||
= 11.64

(3.23)

3.3.2.3 Method C: Rate Cost Based on Destination Set

In method C , the rate cost factor is based on the whole destination set. The set

rate cost factor is calculated as the sum of all subset rate divided by the sum of

all the maximum subset distance progress. The rate cost factor is as in following
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equation:

rcf set =

k∑
j=1

Rj

k∑
j=1

∆Dj

=

k∑
j=1

Rj

k∑
j=1

(
jp∑
l=1

||Sdjl| − |njdjl||)
(3.24)

where k is the number of subsets in DSi, DSi,= {M1, ...,Mk}, j is the sub-

set number, Rj is the max rate of destinations within the subset Mj, jp is the

number of destinations in subset Mj, Mj = {dj1, dj2, ..., djp}, dj1, dj2,...,djp are

destinations in subset Mj, |Sdjl| is the distance between current forwarding node

S to destination djl in Mj, |njdjl| is the distance between neighbor node n to

destination djl in Mj.

Because given a destination set, the sum of subset rate is a fixed value that is

equal to the sum of maximum data rate of all subsets, so in order to lowest the

set rate cost factor , method C needs to select best neighbor node for each subset

that provide the maximum distance progress for all destinations in each subset.

The best forwarding node for subset Mj should fulfill the following equation:

p∑
l=1

||Sdjl| − |njdjl|| ≥
p∑
l=1

||Sdl| − |njdjl|| (3.25)

After selecting best forwarding node for each subset, The rate cost of the

destination set DSi that contains k destinations DSi,= {M1,M2, ...,Mk} can be

gotten by following method:

RC3 =

k∑
j=1

Rj

k∑
j=1

(
jp∑
l=1

|Sdkl| − |njdjl|)
(3.26)
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Subset 1

Figure 3.7: Example of MSTRC Set Cost Calculation

As example listed in Figure 3.5, method C calculates the rate cost as following:

RC3 =
max(R1, R2) +max(R3, R4)

||Sd1| − |n1d1||+ ||Sd2| − |n1d2||+ ||Sd3| − |n2d3||+ ||Sd4| − |n2d4||
(3.27)

For the set example in Figure 3.6, method C selects the best neighbor node in

the same way of method A. It calculates the distance progress from n1, n2 to the

destinations in the two subsets, and selects n1 for subset M1 and n2 for subset

M2. The set cost I by method B for Figure 3.6 is :

RC3 =
max(R1, R2) +max(R3, R4)

||Sd1| − |n1d1||+ ||Sd2| − |n1d2||+ ||Sd3| − |n2d3||+ ||Sd4| − |n2d4||
= 1.14

(3.28)

3.3.3 Example of Best Set Selection

In this section, we will give an example, a forwarding node in greedy mode will

have to compute a rate-aware MST for the message splitting strategy, which has a

time complexity in O(k log k), k being the number of destination in the method of
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Table 3.1: Example of set cost results compare

method A method B method C
Set cost A 2.90 11.64 1.14
Set cost B 0.93 12.19 1.60
Final selection
(forwarding
nodes)

(n2 for all desti-
nations)

(n1 for subset 1,
n2 for subset 2)

(n2 for all desti-
nations)

the best set selection process. As mentioned before, current node would calculate

the set cost for every set and choose the neighbor with the lowest cost as the

forwarding node.

Suppose we only consider 4 destination nodes as in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7.

After set cost calculation, the method A, B and C may select better set and

forwarding node.

The method A and method C both select set in Figure 3.7 with n2 as the

forwarding node to cover all destinations while method B select set in Figure 3.6

with n1 cover subset M1 and n2 cover subset M2.

This example only shows routing forwarding difference with 4 destinations and

2 nodes. For network with a larger number of destinations and more neighbor

nodes, the routing selection and branch can be different for method A, B and C.

3.4 Recovery Strategy

As previously stated, the message may arrive at a void area, i.e.,the set of possi-

ble next hop nodes might be empty for a given destination subset. For instance,

suppose that in Figure 3.8(a) node S has to send a multiratecast message to-

ward the destination set {d1, d2, d3}. All destinations are connected over the

link (S, d1) of ∆(S, d1, d2, d3). However, the source may not select any of its two
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neighbors u and v as the next hop, since they both satisfy |∆(u, d1, d2, d3)| ,

|∆(v, d1, d2, d3)| > |∆(s, d1, d2, d3)|. Without any further provision, multiratecast

routing toward these destination nodes will be stopped at S. This happens inde-

pendently whether any of these destination nodes are reachable or not reachable

from S. In accordance to the notion for unicast greedy algorithms, such a node

can be denoted as concave with respect to the destination subset.

Face routing that can be used in order to handle greedy routing failures for

each destination individually is a well-known unicast routing scheme. In the fol-

lowing we describe a multiratecast extension of face routing which can handle the

greedy multiratecast situations. Similar to unicast face routing, the multirate-

cast scheme requires a localized topology control mechanism which transforms

the underlying wireless network into a planar graph. In this work, we employ

the previously described common Gabriel graph construction which requires the

wireless network to comply with the unit disk graph model.

As depicted in Figure 3.8(b), a planar graph partitions the plane into faces

which can be traversed in a localized way by employing the left/right hand rule;

a receiver node sends the message along the edge which is lying next in clock-

wise/counterclockwise direction of the edge it was received from. For instance,

when starting at node S in Figure 3.8(b), the face F will be traversed along the

path Su1, ..., u9 when using the right hand rule and along the path Su9, ..., u1

when using the left hand rule.

Unicast face recovery has been described in different variants. In this work we

employ the variant which transmits the message along the sequence of faces which

are intersected by the straight line Sd connecting source node S and destination

node d. Whenever the message arrives at a node which is closer to d than the start

node d, face recovery is switched back into greedy mode again. Note that under
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(b) Constructed face mode

Figure 3.8: Recovery from concave nodes
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the Gabriel graph assumption, this unicast face recovery mechanism simplifies to

traversing the very first face only.

The idea of multiratecast face recovery is as follows. Suppose that the current

forwarding node d has computed a destination subset di for which no better greedy

neighbor node exists. Let Sd be the edge connecting node S with ∆({S}
⋃
di).

By using any of the two rules, RightHandRule or LeftHandRule, node S starts

traversal of the face which is intersected by the outgoing minimum spanning tree

edge Sd. Face traversal continues until the message arrives at a node u which

satisfies | ∆({u}
⋃
di) |<| ∆({S}

⋃
di) |. At this node, the destination subset di

is handled in greedy mode again. A special case occurs when no such node u is

found during face traversal. In this case, in order to avoid a message loop, the

message is dropped if it is about to be sent again over the first face traversal edge

in the same direction.

Refer to Figure 3.8(b) for an example. The edge Sd1 connects node S with

∆(S, d1, d2, d3). Since node S is concave with respect to {d1, d2, d3}, it will start

traversal of face F , i.e., the face which is intersected by Sd1. Assuming the right

hand rule, face traversal will visit the nodes u1, u2, and u3. Since node u3 is

the first one satisfying | ∆(v3, d1, d2, d3) |<| ∆(s, d1, d2, d3) | , it will handle the

destination subset {d1, d2, d3} in greedy mode again.

3.5 The MSTRC Protocol

3.5.1 Message Format

After independently execute the greedy and face part routing calculation, for-

warding node sends out one message at the required rate among the destinations

it covers to all sits neighbors. The message can include both greedy and face
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forwarding information in the message head. A next forwarding neighbor may be

selected as the greedy forwarding node for some destination and face routing node

for another destination. All related routing information is contained in the mes-

sage head. The selected next forwarding neighbors will capture the message and

continue the MSTRC routing calculation and forwarding until message reaches

destinations.

Message Head

• Source Node: The source node position information.

• Current Node: The current forwarding node information.

• Data rate: the data sending rate from current node to next node.

• Next Node: The next forwarding nodes information.

• Greedy Information: Greedy routing information include a list of all neigh-

bor nodes that will forward message in Greedy mode, the destinations that

each neighbor node covers, their positions and required data rates.

• Face Information: Face routing information include a list of neighbor nodes

that will forward message in Face node, the destination that each neighbor

node covers, their positions, data rates, face start points.

Message Data

• Data that need to be forwarded to destinations.

3.5.2 Data Transmission

The protocol may be described as follows, the source node S, which initiates

the multiratecasting task toward the destination set D = {d1, ..., dk}, first has
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to decide if a message split should be performed. It thus computes the rate-

aware MST ∆({S}
⋃
D), and groups together all destinations spanned by edges

originated at S.

For each subset Di ⊆ D obtained in this way, S computes a subset ni(S) ⊆

N(S), which contains all neighbors v ∈ N(S) such that |∆({v}
⋃
Di)| < |∆({S}

⋃
Di)|

(these are the neighbors providing positive progress toward Di). If ni(S) is not

empty, S computes the cost over progress ratio Q(S, v,Di) for each neighbor

v ∈ ni(S) . The neighbor providing the best ratio is chosen as the next hop

toward Di. If ni(S) is empty, then S is concave with respect to Di, and face

recovery must be used to escape from this void area. Node S thus applies the

recovery strategy presented in previous to select the face node v as the router

toward Di. The whole process is repeatedly done until all subsets Di have been

considered.

If unicast MAC is considered, a packet is sent for each subset Di. Each of them

contains the set of destination nodes, the selected router and the mode (greedy

or face) that must be used. In the case of face routing, the packet also contains

the very first edge traversed by the packet in face mode, and the weight of the

MST at the starting node (|∆({S}
⋃
Di)| in this example). If multicast MAC is

considered, all this information is aggregated into the same packet. This means

that the latter will contain a list of the selected next hops and for each of them,

the set of destinations they have to serve, the mode to use and the additional

face information if needed. In both cases, the packet is sent using the minimum

energy needed for successful transmission to the next hop(s).

When a node u receives a packet, it needs to check if it has been designated

as the next hop by the previous transmitter. If not, the packet is simply ignored.

If so, it checks the routing mode currently used for the given set of destinations
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Di ⊆ D. In greedy mode, u repeats the same process followed by S. In face

mode, it checks whether it is closer to the set of destinations (e.g., |∆({u}Di)|

is less than the weight written in the packet). If so, it handles Di in greedy

mode. If not, the face recovery is applied once again. Of course, if u was one of

the destinations, it removed itself from Di and stopped the process if the latter

became empty.

Figure 3.9 illustrates a sample run of MSTRC over a randomly deployed net-

work. In Figure 3.9(a) is given the MST ∆({S}
⋃
T ), while Figure 3.9(b) provides

the multicast tree produced by MSTRC. The MST spanning all destinations was

used at the source node s. Since two edges originate at S, the message was split

into two packets at this node. The first one was sent toward d0 and d1 along

the edge (S, d0), while the second one was sent toward the rest of the destination

nodes along the edge (s, d2). One can observe in Figure 3.9(b) that MSTRC was

able to follow these edges in an effective way. One can also observe that the mes-

sage splitting strategy correctly works by looking at the path followed to reach

d4 and d9 from the node lying close to d5. Instead of following the edge (d5, d9),

MSTRC routed the message along a common path among d4 and d9, and then

split it at the end of this path. The same observation applies to nodes d7, d8 and

d9.

Regarding the complexity of MSTRC, a forwarding node in greedy mode will

have to compute a rate-aware MST for the message splitting strategy, which thus

has a time complexity in O(k log k), k being the number of destination nodes. In

the worst case, all destination nodes are handled separately. For each of them and

for each neighbor, a new MST must be computed. In this case, the complexity in

time of MSTRC is thus O(mk2 log k) for the greedy mode, m being the number of

neighbor nodes. This complexity may actually be better estimated since a MST
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Figure 3.9: A sample run of MSTRC for a set D of 10 destinations and a density
d = 35
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has a maximum degree of 6, regardless of the value of k. Since the face mode has

a complexity in O(k log k), the final complexity of MSTRC in the worst case is

O(mk log k), which is lower than the complexity of GMREE (O(mkmin(m, k)3),

still considering the worst case).

Algorithm 1 Handle message in greedy mode

s← current node
if s is a multicast destination then

pass message to upper protocol layer
remove this node from multicast destinations

end if
d1, ..., dk ← multiratecast destinations
r1, ..., rk ← rate requirement of destinations
T ← ∆(s, d1, ..., dk, r1, ..., rk)
for all edges st in T do

Ti ← destinations reachable over st in T
S ← ∆({s}

⋃
Ti)

if ∃v ∈ N(s) with |∆({v}
⋃
Ti)| < |S| then

v ← neighbor which minimizes Q(s, v, Ti)
greedy forward message to v

else
start face recovery

end if
end for

Algorithm 2 Start face recovery

s← current node
nGG(s)← Gabriel graph neighbors of s
v ← node in nGG(s) lying next in cw direction from st
face forward message to v
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Algorithm 3 Handle message in face mode

s← face traversal start node
e← face traversal start edge
v ← previous node
u← current node
d1, ..., dk ← multicast destinations
if then|∆(u, d1, ..., dk)| < |∆(s, d1, ..., dk)|

handle message in greedy mode
else

nGG(u)← Gabriel graph neighbors of u
w ← node in nGG(u) lying next in cw direction from uv
if vw = e then

drop message
else

face forward message to w
end if

end if
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Chapter 4

Performance Evaluation

4.1 Simulation Network

We simulated and compared all the multiratecast algorithms in simulation net-

works by using Java. The networks use Unit Graph Model and are generated by

the CRUG (Connected Random Unit Graph) algorithm. The algorithm requires

the number of nodes (N) and the average density degree (d) as input, and runs

as follows:

For a given interval, each node is placed randomly first. There are total

N×(N−1)
2

edges, among all the N nodes, sort which are by their length in increasing

order. The radius R that corresponds to a chosen average degree d can be set to

equal to the length of the N×d
2
− th edge in the sorted order. Any edge that is not

longer than R will remain in the graph, while other edges are eliminated. The

Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 show the generated network with certain parameters.

Once the graph is generated, Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm (from one

node to all other nodes) is used to check the connectivity of the graph. Only

connected graphs are saved and used for simulation. The unconnected graphs
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Figure 4.1: Random network with 50 nodes, 5 destination

are discarded. The source and destination nodes are randomly selected in the

connected network. We test the network routing from one single source node to

multiple destinations because multiratecast algorithms are designed to base on

this one-way, point-to-multipoint transmission. The data rate required by each

destination node is able to be changed when user tests simulation network.

4.2 Testing Parameters

In order to observe the routing algorithm performance in different scenarios, we

simulated different network by alternating following parameters:

• D (Average Degree): The efficiency of the multiratecast may depend on

different network density. In order to test the average degree impact on the

routing performance, we tested the network from sparse to dense network

by using average degree: 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32.

• DN (Number of Destinations ): In order to test the destination number
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Figure 4.2: Random network with 100 nodes, 10 destination

impact on the routing performance, we choose number 2, 3, 4, and 5 to study

the routing performance for network with small number of destinations and

destination number of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 to study performance for networks

with large number of destinations.

• N (Number of Nodes): We choose network with 100, 300, 500 nodes to

study the protocols performance with small number of destinations (2-5

destinations). We choose network with 500, 800, 1000 nodes to study the

protocols performance with larger number of destinations (10-50 destina-

tions).

• SD (Rate Distribution): To study the impact of destination rate distribu-

tion on routing performance, we studied network with same average desti-

nation rate but with different rate standard deviation. For networks with

only 5 destinations, two data rate groups are applied. One has the average

rate 1000 and the rate standard deviation of 0, 7.14, 16.9, 14.3, 33.9 as

listed in table. For networks with larger number of destinations, we studied
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the network with 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 destinations. We applied a destination

rate with a average rate 1000 and standard deviation of 100,300,500,700.

To study the impact of more drastic rate distribution, we applied a group of

more drastic rate distribution for network with 6 destinations. The average

rate for all 6 destinations is 18518.5. The rate standard deviation is 403.73,

7567.17, 14066.17, 20894.2, 40108.36.

• T (Test Execution Time): For each test scenario with given protocol, given

network nodes, average degree, given destination nodes and rate, we gener-

ate 50 network graphs and perform routing on every one of them. We save

and use the average routing results of 50 executions as final result to do

analysis.

• P (Protocols): We tested protocol MSTRC,RCM and MRM. For MSTRC

protocol, we applied the third rate cost factors method as described in

previous chapter and compare results to find out which rate cost factor is

the most efficient in an overall multiratecast routing performance.

Table 4.1: Destination rate group for network with 5 destinations

Mild Destination Rate Distri-
bution

Average Rate SD

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5

100 100 100 100 100 100
97 103 111 96 93 100 7.141428
90 80 115 120 95 100 16.95582
70 110 127 79 114 100 24.32077
130 120 50 120 80 100 33.91165
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Table 4.2: Rate distribution for network with large number of destinations

Destination Average Rate SD
D1-D50 1000 100 300 500 700

4.3 Performance Metrics

To assess the performance of the proposed algorithms, we used the total rate cost

as a performance metric that is described previously as the total transmission

rate in routing paths. As mentioned, the proposed multiratecast protocols are

novel multicast protocols designed for routing in wireless sensor networks where

each destination requests data at different rate.

Existing common performance metric like hop count does not reflect the effi-

ciency for multiratecast routing. In simulation, we record the transmission rate

at each forwarding node and use the sum of transmission rate as performance

metric to evaluate different protocols.

4.4 Simulation Results

4.4.1 The Impact of Number of Nodes

To evaluate the impact of network node number on the routing protocol, we

studied the routing data based on the networks that had same average degree,

same destination number and same rates but only differ in the number of network

nodes. The simulation results show that as the increases of network nodes, the

routing cost increase and the increase ratio is similar to all multirate multicast

protocols. We select some of the results listed in below as examples.

In Figure 4.3, the first two sub-figures show an example of routing cost for

networks with 5 destinations. The destination rate distribution is equal to Ta-
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Figure 4.3: Rate Cost at Varying Node Number
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ble 4.2. The average degrees for the simulation network are equal to 12 and 24.

The left sub-figure shows routing results in network with 12 degree. The right

sub-figure shows results in network with 24 degree. MSTRC, RCM and MRM

had similar costs but RCM obviously has more routing costs. We can see that

MSTRC slightly outperforms others. The increase ratio is similar to all the pro-

tocols. For network with a large number of destinations, the routing cost also

increases along with network nodes. The other two sub-figures show examples

of two network routing results. One is for a network with 10 destinations and

average degree 15, the other is for a network with 50 destinations. The results

show that no matter the network is sparse or dense, the rate cost increases as the

node number increases, MRM has the worst performance while MSTRC protocol

outperforms RCM. With the network node number increases, the difference of

performance between MRM and MSTRC increases. MSTRC shows more advan-

tages in network with more destination numbers.

4.4.2 The Impact of Average Degree

To measure the performance with different network density, we analyzed the

routing cost from sparse network to dense network by increasing average degree.

For network with same destination number, same destination rate, same number

of network nodes, we studied routing results with average degrees of 8, 12, 16,

20, 24, respectively.

Simulation results in Figure 4.4 show that as the increase of network degree,

the cost of multiratecast routing decreases dramatically. We can see that the

proposed MSTRC protocols are more efficient and suitable for high density net-

works because they have more chances to select the best next forwarding node in

greedy and less chances in face routing.
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Figure 4.4: Rate Cost at Varying Degree
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Results of routing cost for small network with 5 destinations and average

rate 100, distribution standard deviation 7.14 are show in the sub-figures. For

network with 100, 300 and 500 nodes, as the network degree increases, the cost of

all protocols routing decreases. MRM is the worst performer that has the largest

cost than others while the other two method RCM and MSTRC show similar

performance, and MSTRC slightly outperforms others.

We can observe from the Figure 4.4 that the routing cost for a network with

30 destinations and an average rate of 300, a distribution standard deviation of

300. For networks with 100 nodes, 300 nodes and 500 nodes, as the network

average degree increases, the routing costs of all the protocols decrease. MRM

is still the worst performer, however its rate cost is not so large as compared to

that in smaller number of destinations.

From the simulation results, we can conclude that both MSTRC and RCM

have a good routing performance for a large and dense network while MSTRC is

superior. This partly because we apply the greedy set partition for large network.

The routing with the greedy set partition may depend on a initial set partition.

A non-optimal set partition may result in more routing costs.

4.4.3 The Impact of Numbers of Destinations

To study the effect of the number of destinations on the routing performance,

we compared routing results in the same network scenario except the destination

number differs. As expected, the routing costs increase as the increasing of des-

tination numbers in both a small and a large number of networks. However, the

speed of ratio increase is slower than that of the destination number increase.

We have two networks with small number of destinations. One is a network

with 300 nodes, average degree 20, average rate 100 and rate distribution 16.9.
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Figure 4.5: Rate Cost at Varying Destination Number
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The other is a network with 500 nodes, average degree 28, average rate 100 and

rate distribution 24.3. By increasing the destination number from 2 to 5, which

is increased by 150% , the average cost only increase from 900 to 1500 which is

66% increase.

For networks with a large number of destinations, we list two examples. The

first network is with 300 nodes, an average degree of 12, an average rate of 100

and a rate distribution of 500. The second network is with 500 nodes, an average

degree of 24, an average rate of 100 and a rate distribution of 300. As we can see

from Figure 4.5, when destination number increases 5 times from 10 to 50, the

rate cost only increases less than 3 times.

The MSTRC has a better performance in the network with a large number

of destinations. It is reasonable; the RCM applies the greedy destination set

partition instead of a complete destination set partition. However, the rate cost

calculation of the RCM is partly based on the selection of a initial destination

set. The results show that multiratecast protocols reduce overall routing cost by

sharing paths. From the results we can conclude that both MSTRC and MRM are

efficient multicast protocols and MRM has a better performance than RCM with

the greedy set partition and is a practical protocol suitable for a large network

with a large number of destinations.

4.4.4 The Impact of Rate Distribution

Multiratecast protocols are specially designed to fulfill the requirement that des-

tinations request data at different rate. To evaluate the impact of destination rate

changes to routing performance, we studied networks with the same degree, same

network node numbers, same destination number and same average destination

rate but only different rate distributions.
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Figure 4.6: Rate Cost at Varying Rate Distribution
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We first study the network with a small number of destinations and mild

rate changes. MSTRC routing in this scenario applies a complete destination

set partition. Figure 4.6(a), 4.6(b) show routing results for a network with 5

destinations with a mild rate distribution. Routing results for networks with

small network nodes (100), medium network nodes (300) and large network nodes

(500) are displayed. The degrees for these networks are low(8), medium(24) and

high(32). For each simulation network graph, 5 groups of different data rates

are used. The average data rate for all destinations are set to the same number

100, the rate distribution standard deviation is set in increasing order from 10 to

50. It is observed that MSTRC has the lowest total rate cost and RCM has the

highest cost. With the increase of the rate standard deviation, the costs slightly

increase for three protocols. The cost for RCM keeps flat or slightly decreases

although its cost is always larger than the other two algorithms.

Secondly, we study the same networks with 5 destinations but more drastic

rate distribution. Simulation results in Figure 4.6(c) and 4.6(d) show that when

the destination’s data rate differences are more drastic, the data rate distribution

of destinations affects the routing performance for RCM and MRM.

The performance of the algorithms with increasing rate distribution in three

network configurations similar as we studied before but as the average data rate

changed to 222.2 and rate standard deviation increased from 26.11 to 468.04. It is

observed that as the data rate difference increase, all the algorithms’ rate costs in-

crease. However, the difference of routing performance between RCM and MRM,

and the difference between three RCM methods are decreased. When the destina-

tions have most data rate differences, RCM and MRM have similar performance.

MSTRC is still the best among all the algorithms, but the cost differences among

the three algorithms are not as big as in previous mild rate distribution scenario.
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RCM costs increase more as the rate distribution increasing and it becomes the

worst performer in the network with the largest rate distribution. MRM keeps

flat rate cost and is still the worst algorithm compare to others. MSTRC slightly

outperforms MRM. The results show that when data rates have relatively more

drastic differences among destinations, the routing algorithms that consider the

destination with maximum data rate is most important in routing decision. We

can conclude from the results that MSTRC with a complete set partition is the

best for network with small number of destinations but MRM is also very com-

petitive.

Thirdly, we study the network with a large number of destinations. RCM

apply the greedy set partition in this scenario. We ran simulation on networks

with the same network nodes (500,800,1000), degree (8,12,16,20,24,28,32) and

destination number (10,20,30,40,50), with only destination rate changing. Sim-

ulation results show that the rate distribution for each destination has a direct

impact on the routing cost. Figure 4.6(e), 4.6(f) show results for networks with

500 and 1000 nodes, with the destination number of 10 and 50, and with the

degree of 24 and 32. The average rate for both of the networks is 1000 and rate

distribution standard deviation is from 100 to 700. It is observed that as the

rate distribution increases, all protocols have obvious rate cost increase. MSTRC

outperforms MRM and RCM.

Although different protocols show different rate cost and the costs increase

along with the increasing of standard deviation, when the standard deviation is

big enough, or in other words, the rate distribution is drastic enough, all the

routing protocols have similar rate cost. The average rate for all 6 destinations

is 1858.5. The rate standard deviation is 0, 403.73, 7567.17, 1066.17, 2094.2,

4108.36. From the figures, we can see that MRM outperforms RCM protocol,
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however, the difference of their performance gets smaller when the rate standard

deviation increases. When the standard deviation is big enough, all the proto-

cols have similar rate cost. These are reasonable results because when the rate

distribution is extremely unbalanced, the one destination that has much higher

rate decides the total routing path selection. Compared to the highest rate des-

tinations, the rate cost of paths to other destinations have little impacts to the

overall routing rate cost.

We also can see from the simulation results that for network with a large

number of destinations where RCM apply the greedy set partition, MRM has

less rate cost than RCM no matter at which destination rate distribution. This

is different from the results for network with a small number of destinations

where MSTRC with the complete set partition has less rate cost than MRM. We

believe it is because the greedy set partition is not as optimal as the complete set

partition.

4.4.5 Comparison of Multiratecast and Unicast

To study the routing efficiency of the multiratecast protocols, we compared the

MSTRC multiratecast rate cost to the sum of unicast rate cost in the same

network configuration.

The reason to select MSTRC is that: based on previous simulation data anal-

ysis, we found among the protocols we study, MSTRC is the best routing protocol

for network with a large number of destinations and it is better than the MRM and

RCM with the greedy set partition. Besides, it is also a very competitive proto-

col for networks with a small number of destinations. We believe the comparison

between the MSTRC and unicast rate cost will provide a proper representation

of the efficiency routing multiratecast.
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The following sub-figures in Figure 4.7 give examples of MSTRC and the

sum of unicast cost based on networks with one variable parameter. The unicast

routing is performed from a source node to each destination node individually.

During the forwarding procedure, the neighbor node that is closest to destination

node will be selected as next relay node until message reaches the destination

node. The sum of transmission rate at each relay node on the unicast path to

the destination is the rate cost for the destination. The total rate cost for all

destinations is the sum of unicast rate cost that we use to compare to MSTRC.

As we can see from the figures that MSTRC has a lower rate cost than the sum

of unicast rate cost in all simulation scenarios.

Figure 4.7(a) shows the impact of the destination rate standard deviation

on the rate cost. It shows a network with 500 nodes, an average degree of 24,

10 destinations and an average destination rate of 1000. It has a relatively mild

standard deviation of 100, 300,500,700. The rate cost of MSTRC slightly increases

as the SD increasing, however, the sum of unicast cost almost remains same. From

the figure, we see the sum of unicast cost only slightly increases but there is big

increase in MSTRC. At the highest standard deviation, the MSTRC cost is almost

the same as the sum of unicast cost. This is because the destination with the

highest rate has the most impact for the overall routing cost, the cost of other

destination with lower rate cost is not so significant compared to the one with

highest rate, thus the multiratecast has similar rate cost as the unicast.

Figure 4.7(b) shows rate cost changes as only the average degree changing.

The network is with 5 destinations, 500 nodes, and an average rate of 2222.2.

Both MSTRC rate cost and the sum of unicast cost decrease as the increasing

of degree. This is because as the average degree increases in the same 500 nodes

network, there are more directly connected nodes in the network which results in
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Figure 4.7: Comparisons of MSTRC and sum of Unicast
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less chance of message relay and face routing.We can conclude that the MSTRC

shows more efficiency in network with a large number of network nodes.

Figure 4.7(c) shows rate cost varies as only number of network nodes increase.

We studied network with 5 destinations, an average degree of 20, and an average

rate of 1858.5. As the network nodes increase from 100 to 300 and 500, the rate

cost increases in the simulation results. However, the increase of MSTRC rate

cost is slower than the sum of unicast cost. MSTRC shows a larger superiority

in network with a larger number of destinations.

Figure 4.7(d) shows rate costs changes as destination number changing. We

studies the network with 500 nodes, an average degree of 20, and an average rate

of 1000. As the destination number increases from 10 to 50, we can see that the

sum of unicast cost increases sharply while MSTRC only has a mild increase.

The larger the destination number, the bigger the difference between MSTRC

and unicast rate cost. We can conclude that the destination number has a quite

significant impact for the routing.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

We introduced the multiratecast protocols MSTRC for a generic multirate multi-

cast routing purpose in WSNs. MSTRC is a purely localized multicast protocol.

It does not require the use of an extensive broadcast to route messages to a set

of destinations. The MSTRC protocol aims to resolve the efficient multiratecast

routing problem where destinations request data at different rate. It uses a rate-

aware MST construction process to form the backbone for routing and cost-based

neighbor selection at each routing step, allowing it to find a good tradeoff between

the optimality of the normal multicast tree and the efficiency of data delivery.

The algorithm calculates the rate cost at each relay node to select the best

forwarding nodes with the lowest rate cost so that the overall routing cost can

be optimal. The locally-built MST that also fits the rate requirements from

different sink nodes in an efficient way is used as an efficient approximation of

the optimal routing backbone. Using a MST is highly relevant in the context

of dynamic wireless networks since its computation has a low time complexity

O(n log n). After constructing the MST, a message duplicate occurs and the set

of destinations has multiple edges originated at the current node. Destinations

spanned by each of these edges are grouped together, and for each of these subsets

the best neighbor is selected as the next hop. We introduced three measurement
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methods to select the next hop from neighbors. Since such greedy localized

scheme may lead the message to a void area (i.e., there is no neighbor providing

a positive progress toward the destinations), we also proposed a new multiratecast

generalization of the well-known face recovery mechanism.

Computing the optimal multicast tree in terms of bandwidth consumption

is similar to finding the multicast tree with the minimum number of forwarding

nodes, and was shown to be NP-complete. Thus, the use of the greedy forwarding

scheme is fully justified. The rate-aware MST construction process was first

introduced in our work, it allows the transmission achieving an optimal rate cost

and building a backbone minimum spanning tree to guide the data forwarding. In

addition, using the greedy packet splitting is also a good idea for sensor networks

because the routing decision at each single node is performed based on the current

network topology. Thus, MSTRC is able to adapt to topological changes due to

the sensor operating in a duty cycle. One of the other key aspects of MSTRC

is the cost-aware neighbor selection function. The reason is that the shape of

the tree is one of the key parameters governing the overall optimality of the

tree. Given that the complexity of testing all possible neighbor subsets grows

exponentially, we proposed a heuristic algorithm which has shown to be efficient

compared with other protocols.

For MSTRC, we did the simulations for networks with a small and large

number of destinations. We analyzed routing results based on the variation of

the numbers of destination , network node, average degree and rate distribution.

We also compared rate costs for different protocols and the rate costs of the sum

of unicast. The above studies are based on a list of assumptions, including the

position of destinations is known by the source, an ideal MAC layer, no packet

loss and every node is capable of transmit data at destination required rates.
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The MSTRC have common limitations that the destinations’ position infor-

mation is included in the message head. The encoding overhead will be significant

if the number of destination is increasing to a large number. We do not compare

the message overhead in our simulation because the overhead does not change

from one to another position. The overhead can cause heavy computation time at

a forwarding node. A new recently proposed location-based protocol optimizes

the coding efficiency by destination grouping and hierarchy. Reduce the mes-

sage overhead and computation time will be future research topics related to the

position-based multiratecast.

Future work related to geographical multicast and multiratecast can be doing

in the following areas:

1. We plan to analyze different possible solutions to optimize the multiratecast
face routing.

2. The cost-aware functions can be changed to deal with energy efficiency and
realistic physical layers.

3. MSTRC works perfectly when the number of receivers is not very large.
Dealing with a larger number of receivers needs us to further develop new
approaches.

4. The movement or joining/leaving of the network of sensor node may cause
routing loop, we may study the delivery rate in this situation.

5. Power and energy efficiency metrics can be used to compare different routing
protocols.

6. For the assumption that every node can provide maximum data rate for
destinations is not valid or some relay node has lower transmission rate,
how to adapt the multiratecast routing path selection.

7. Multiple sources to multiple destinations data routing may require a data
merge. Multiratecast protocols need to support the many-to-many routing
request.

8. If several destinations request the same rate, destinations can be grouped
according to specific rates and the multiratecast routing protocols can be
changed based on rate groups.
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